
 

The Prince Albert Historical Society wants to reconstruct the Nisbet Church and the Block-
house along the riverbank west of the Historical Museum. These buildings are some of the 
oldest in Saskatchewan and the oldest in Prince Albert.  Built of local dove-tailed, hewn 
square logs, the buildings are simple and practical and reflect the look of Prince Albert in its 
earliest days. 

 

The Church was built by Rev. James Nisbet who, after consulting with the local Indigenous 
people, chose this area for his Presbyterian Mission in 1866. Nisbet was accompanied by Mé-
tis missionaries, George Flett and John McKay and their wives and families.  Nisbet was also 
a carpenter and erected the log structure as a combined school and church in 1867. His mis-
sion focused on providing education and agriculture as well as religious instruction.  

 

The Blockhouse was originally constructed as a stable for William Maclise, Prince Albert’s 
first lawyer, who arrived here in 1881. During the 1885 conflict with the Métis that took 
place in the Batoche area this building became a blockhouse, a place of defense which could 
also house military equipment. Gun slits were cut into the walls and the building formed part 
of the fortifications around the Presbyterian Church and manse surrounded by walls of piled 
cordwood. 

 

To accomplish the task of reconstructing these buildings on the river bank the Historical So-
ciety needs to raise $200,000. This will pay for concrete flooring, new roofs, and some new 
logs to replace those rotten from age. The Historical Society will operate the two buildings in 
the summer season with programming and displays that reflect their separate functions. The 
church will be available for small wedding ceremonies as well.  

 

“Your donation is crucial to this plan and any amount is welcome” 

 

You are the foundation and the protection - purchase a roof or concrete pad for a donation 
of $10,000 or more   

Let in the light and welcome visitors -purchase a door or window with a donation of be-
tween $5000 and $10,000  

Your dovetailed log links together with others - purchase a log for $1000 to $5000  

Keep out the rain and snow - purchase a shingle for $500 to $1000  

Fill all the gaps and keep out the wind and cold - a donation under $500 will purchase 
chinking and all donations of $20 or more will be issued a tax receipt. 

 

We thank you all for your help with this project that we think will bring back a piece of our history to where 
Prince Albert began on the riverbank. 

Please call 306-764-2992 for more information 

 

Prince Albert’s oldest            

buildings need a home. 


